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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In August 2011, City Council unanimously passed a new set of rates for the new service and the rollout was set for Halloween.  

We developed a new branding for the outreach and media campaign.  The call to action was “include the food” and we also encouraged folks to “be cart smart” about the changes in collection frequency in their curbside collection system. 

One of the challenges in developing our communications and outreach strategy for the new program was that we wanted to both play up the excitement that finally, after such a long wait, Portlanders would be able to compost food scraps—Yay!—but we also needed to be upfront about EOW garbage.  Some of the feedback we got about the pilot outreach was that the tone of our material was a little too rah-rah and didn’t acknowledge the magnitude of the change we were asking folks to make.  

So when we were planning for the citywide rollout, we recognized that we needed to hold people’s hands and walk them through the changes in their daily habits.  So we added customer service staff, extended our call center hours, and created a number of tools to help customers through the change.
 
Every customer was mailed an official letter from the City alerting them that the system and rates were changing, a colorful newsletter announcing the changes, a packet in a bright envelope containing an overview of the changes, a new rate card and collection schedule, and a new system brochure.  Each customer also received a 2-gallon kitchen pail + a brochure with detailed instructions on how to collect food scraps for the new program.  

We knew that people were worried about odor and sanitation so we offered lots of tips for keeping things clean, including several how-to videos on topics such as, “How to maintain your green roll cart!”

In addition to the materials delivered to each customer, we also had a broad-based media campaign, including radio, transit, and a variety of print ads.  We had fliers at local grocery stores, a kick-off pumpkin-carving event in collaboration with the Portland Farmer’s Market, and lots of earned media, both print and broadcast. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of data on program results, the most significant change we can report is the drop in residential garbage collected.  Comparing the first three months of 2012 with the same time period last year, there was a 44 percent decrease in the amount collected curbside.



Customer Service and Outreach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We started tracking customer calls and emails related to the new program in mid-September, when customers first began receiving outreach information in the mail.  As I mentioned before, we added new staff and extended our hours, even adding weekend hours for awhile.  Calls definitely spiked for the several weeks surrounding the rollout.  By the end of the year, we had logged close to 10,000 calls and emails related to the new program.  But the hubbub was short-lived.  By December, calls were down to pre-rollout levels and by the end of the year we were back down to normal staffing levels and hours.   

The top reasons for calling the hotline were schedule information, kitchen pails, and what could be put in the compost roll cart for collection.

Call volume is only part of the story, though.  You and I both know that only a certain percentage of people will make the effort to call or email.  So we have also been getting out into the community by tabling at events and we are currently in the middle of an outreach campaign sending out volunteers to canvass targeted neighborhoods and have one-on-one conversations with residents.  We’ve already knocked on 14,000 doors this spring.  We’ll also be mailing out the Curbsider newsletter next month.  

From these touchpoints, we know that right now, residents are still learning how to make this new system work for their families. From the pilot, we learned that it takes a full year for most folks adjust, and right now we’re at the six-month mark.  So right now there are some growing pains, and some folks are a little grouchy.  But change takes time, and most folks we talk to are finding ways to make it work. 




Electronic-schedule web tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We knew that with every-other-week garbage collection, it would be important for residents to have access to their collection schedules. With 19 franchised haulers and only a few using GIS, it was a big undertaking, but we gathered all the routing information and developed a web tool that allows residents to enter their address and pull up their collection schedule online.  They can also sign up to receive email reminders. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows a bit more historical context.  Garbage does fluctuate somewhat seasonally and over time, but the drop that we’ve seen since moving to every-other-week garbage is unprecedented.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new curbside collection service has contributed to a large increase in material collected from Portland residents for composting.  We estimate that Portland residents may compost 89,000 tons in the first year of the program.  By comparison, during 2009 and 2010, garbage and recycling companies reported collecting around 30,000 tons of yard debris each year.  

There are a few reasons for this.  Of course some of the increase is because of the addition of food scraps (~5,000 tons), but that doesn’t explain all of it.  Weekly collection of the green roll cart makes composting easier than ever, increasing the amount residents use the system for yard debris, too.  In addition, the new program has changed the way the material in the green cart is measured and reported, meaning that it is tricky to compare past citywide data with the new numbers.  



Proposed Residential Rates



 4.2% rate increase 

 $1.20 per month

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Major factors that impact the cost of providing service include:
Labor and Fuel Costs: Inflation factors are developed for an 18 month period (mid-2011 to the end of 2012). The general inflator is 4.15% (or 2.75% per year). Separate inflators are also calculated for labor costs (wages 4.58%, pension 4.58%, health and welfare 4.15%) and fuel (7.58% or 4.99% per year). Increased labor and fuel costs raise rates by approximately 60 cents per customer per month.
Vehicle purchases: Haulers have made substantial additional investment in new trucks for increased fuel efficiency, improved safety standards and reduced air emissions (a brief description of The City’s “clean fleet” truck replacement policy is on the next page). These truck purchases increase costs by approximately 90 cents per customer per month. 
Revenue from recyclables: Revenue from recyclable materials is forecast to be lower than the previous year, which means upward pressure on rates of about 37 cents per customer per month.
Solid waste tip fee: The solid waste tip fee charged by Metro at its two transfer stations will increase to $93.84/ton from the current fee of $89.53. This change increases rates for different garbage can sizes depending on the weight of garbage measured in the can weight study. The higher tip fee increases costs by approximately 12 cents per customer per month.



Proposed 2012-2013 Rates

Service Level
FY 2012-13 

Rates
FY 2011-12 

Rates Difference

20 minican $  24.85 $  23.70 $  1.15 

20 rollcart $  25.80 $  24.20 $  1.60 

32 can $  28.20 $  27.00 $  1.20 

32-38 rollcart $  29.70 $  28.50 $  1.20 

60 rollcart $  37.80 $  37.45 $  0.35 

90 rollcart $  43.80 $  43.40 $  0.40 

Every Four Weeks –

 

32 can $  21.85 $  19.95 $  1.90 
Every Four Weeks –
32-38 rollcart $  23.15 $  21.25 $  1.90 

Compost & Recycling Only $  18.35 $  17.35 $  1.00 



Factors affecting cost of 
providing service

Rate impact per 
customer per month

Fuel and labor costs $  0.60
Less-polluting trucks $  0.90
Drop in recyclable 
material value

$  0.37

Metro garbage tip fee 
increase

$  0.12

Hauler efficiencies and 
lower program costs

$ (0.79)

Change in monthly rate $  1.20



Commercial Tonnage Fee



Commercial Tonnage Fee 
Proposed Increase 


 

Currently $6.80/ton


 

Proposed $1.50 increase to $8.30/ton


 

Fee supports management and enforcement 
of commercial recycling and composting.





Six Month Program Update
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Small Rollcart –

 

Every other week
Rate 

Components
Solid Waste Collection Charge 3.31 
Solid Waste Disposal Charge 2.49 
Recycling Collection Charge 5.34 
Yard Debris Disposal & Collection Charges 8.45 
General and Administrative Charge 5.91 
Rollcart Depreciation, Interest & Maintenance 0.69 
Operating Margin 2.75 
Disincentive Premium 0.00 
Less:  Recyclable Material Sales Revenue (0.73)
Franchise Fee 1.48 
Rate Review Result 29.70 
Adopted Rate 29.70 
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